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These techniques can be applied and adapted to any Diveport page on any 

theme. Start off by choosing  a suitable background image from a site such as 

Shutterstock and download it to your PC.  



Drop it into a site such as tinypng.com or tinyjpg.com to shrink it down as much 

as possible so that it loads quickly in Diveport. Save it as a png file. 



Add a new page in your Diveport environment. Then copy the image into the 

Diveport Webdata\Customizations\Images folder so that you can use it as a 

page icon. Change the page settings to the name of the png file. 



Edit the Menu Portlet to add this new page to your menu—you will see that 

your png file is now showing as the Page icon. 



Add a new Image portlet and choose the png file you uploaded. 



Add a Background Portlet if you would like a bar across the top of the page for 

the Quickviews. Choose a festive colour. 



Add a Quickview Portlet and move it over the red background portlet. 

Add a new Indicator Portlet and choose the Alert option. 



Choose the marker on which you are going to base your indicators. Then 

amend the Alert Size to 120 (or whatever suits) and choose your thresholds—I 

chose 0 and 0 as my alerts were based on percentage change, so positive was 

Green and negative was Red. Make a note of the Value field you chose for the 

next step. 



Add another Indicator Portlet, this time choose Text. Be sure to choose the 

same Value field and this time choose the colour and size of your font. 

I chose white and a 16pt size font so that it would stand out on the background. 



Next make two background portlets—one for the “%” label and one for the title 

of the indicators. I prefer to have these separate so I can move them where I 

want. You should now have a set of 4 portlets, 2 indicators for your Value, and 2 

backgrounds. 



Now using the CTRL and Click technique select the 4 small portlets you made, 

and then Right Click to copy them. Then Click the Edit Page arrow—top right of 

the page, and select Paste. You will now have another set of portlets that you 

can move wherever you like as a group. You may have to Right Click and move 

the text portlets to the top. Do this whole procedure as many times as you 

need for the various indicators you want to display.  

Then edit the Values and Titles for each one.  



You should end up with something like this!  I added another 2 images to the 

page as backgrounds—a star and a footprint, for a bit more information. 

Of course the data will change depending on your Quickviews—so you can 

change the Region or Store etc and see how things are going. You are hoping 

that all the Christmas baubles are going to turn Green as this will indicate an 

uplift on Sales over the Same Month Last Year! 



If you want to use this Diveport on a large wall display screen—in a sales centre or 

a warehouse for example, you can remove all the extra parts of the browser win-

dow by adding “&embed=true” to the Diveport url and pressing F11. 

You can have the screen change by Region or Site etc by using a script to walk 

through the Quickviews automatically.   

 


